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Hold onto your hats, wanderlusters, because Indianapolis, Indiana, is about to
rewrite your Midwestern script. Forget flyover country clichés and cornfield
horizons – Indy explodes with a vibrant personality that'll knock your boots off
faster than a pit stop at the Brickyard.

Craving a city that hums with creative energy yet feels like a friendly neighbor's
backyard? Indy's got that in spades. Picture bustling downtown streets where art
deco skyscrapers graze the sky, then take a detour down tree-lined avenues
leading to charming neighborhoods oozing small-town charm. Here, trendy coffee
shops share sidewalks with century-old pubs, and street performers serenade you
at twilight with jazz that'll melt your blues away.

Now, buckle up. We're taking you on a deep dive into the life-changing magic of
Indianapolis. From finding your dream home to unearthing hidden gems, we'll be
your personal tour guide to a city that'll leave you saying, "This ain't Kansas
anymore, Dorothy!" So, mosey on in, grab a cold beer (or a glass of Hoosier
moonshine, we ain't judgin'), and let's rewrite your Midwestern narrative, one
unforgettable adventure at a time.

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Persons 19 to 64
55.7%

Persons under 18
24.5%

Persons 65 and over
12.8%

Persons under 5
7%

SPORTS TEAMS

11

Lucas Oil Stadium is the largest NFL
stadium in the country.

2022  POPULATION

880 , 621
up 8% from 2012
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INTRODUCTION

Indianapolis Motor Speedway: Home to the legendary Indianapolis 500, this

racetrack is a must-visit for any racing fan. Take a tour of the museum, walk on

the track, or even drive a race car!

Children's Museum of Indianapolis: The largest children's museum in the

world, this place is a wonderland for kids of all ages. With exhibits on

everything from dinosaurs to space exploration, there's something for

everyone to enjoy.

Eiteljorg Museum of American Indians and Western Art: This museum

houses an impressive collection of Native American and Western art. Learn

about the history and culture of these groups, and see some beautiful artwork.

Lucas Oil Stadium: Home to the Indianapolis Colts, this stadium is a great

place to catch a football game. Take a tour of the stadium, or try your hand at

kicking a field goal.

Central Canal: This canal runs through the heart of downtown Indianapolis,

and it's a great place to take a walk, bike ride, or boat ride. Enjoy the scenery,

or stop at one of the many restaurants or cafes along the way.

Indiana War Memorial: This monument honors Hoosiers who served in the

U.S. military. Take a walk through the grounds, or visit the museum to learn

more about Indiana's role in war.

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Popcorn Panic: In 1925, Indy residents feared a popcorn shortage after a local

candy company accidentally spilled a traincar full of kernels!

Singing Barbers: Back in the 1950s, Indy barber Harry Spangler captivated

customers by singing opera while giving haircuts, earning him the nickname

"The Maestro of the Mane."

City of Firsts: From the world's first commercial radio broadcast to the first

successful electric car test drive, Indy has a knack for innovation and

pioneering moments.

Artistic Accolades: Kurt Vonnegut Jr., James Whitcomb Riley, and Booth

Tarkington, literary giants, all hailed from Indy, leaving a lasting legacy in

American literature.

Sporting Stars: Tennis legend Jimmy Connors, basketball icons Larry Bird

and Reggie Miller, and swimming champion Lilly King, just a few names

representing Indy's athletic prowess.

Musical Marvels: Cole Porter, the musical theater genius, and David Grohl,

Foo Fighters frontman, both trace their roots to the Hoosier capital.

Visionary Minds: Amelia Earhart, aviation pioneer, and Wilbur Wright, co-

inventor of the airplane, found their wings take flight in the Indianapolis soil.

Presidential Pedigree: Benjamin Harrison, 23rd President of the United

States, was born and raised in Indy, leaving his mark on the nation's history.

COLONIALVANLINES.COM 7
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Moving to a new city, especially with family in tow, can be a daunting adventure.
But fear not, future Hoosiers! Indianapolis, with its diverse neighborhoods nestled
within its friendly embrace, holds a perfect fit for every soul.

This isn't just any city—it's a tapestry woven from distinct threads, each
neighborhood offering its own unique blend of charm, character, and community.
Choosing the right one can feel like picking the perfect flavor of ice cream (and
with Indy's booming craft scoop scene, that's saying something!).

But worry not, we're here to be your taste tester! Grab your metaphorical spoon,
because we're about to dive into eight of Indy's most coveted neighborhoods,
each promising a distinct slice of Hoosier life. 

We’ve selected five diverse neighborhoods that garner the Colonial Van Lines Top
Neighborhood badge! 

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Nestled northeast of downtown, Glendale offers a haven of family-friendly charm,
just a quick 9-mile drive from the city's buzz. Here, life runs at a gentle pace,
where neighbors gather at the library lawn for movie nights, kids walk to top-rated
schools, and the sweet scent of freshly baked pies wafts from cozy cafes.

Step back in time on Glendale's historic streets, where stately Tudor homes
whisper tales of the past. Discover vintage treasures at antique shops, or stroll
through the Glendale Town Center, a bustling hub of modern conveniences and
friendly faces.

Glendale's heart beats green. Lush parks like Holliday Park and Kessler Park
beckon with winding trails, sparkling lakes, and ample space for picnics and
playtime. Hike, bike, kayak, or simply soak up the sunshine – nature's therapy is
always in season here.

GLENDALE

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Whether you crave artistic vibes or family fun, Glendale caters to your whims.
Catch a live performance at The Vogue, delve into art exhibitions at the Glendale
Branch of the Indianapolis Public Library, or cheer on the Colts at the nearby
Lucas Oil Stadium. Families flock to the Glendale Family Aquatic Center for
splashtastic adventures, while foodies discover culinary delights at charming local
restaurants.

Glendale's warmth shines brightest in its tight-knit community. Join block parties
and farmers' markets, volunteer at the Glendale Civic Association, or simply strike
up conversations with friendly neighbors – you'll feel like you belong here in no
time.

Families find peace of mind in Glendale's top-rated Washington Township
Schools. From groceries at Kroger to healthcare at IU Health Methodist Hospital,
all your everyday needs are a stone's throw away.

Glendale beckons you to put down your roots and grow. It's a place where your
kids can build forts in tree-lined backyards, where neighbors become friends, and
where life unfolds at a relaxed, yet vibrant pace. Come discover your Hoosier
haven in Glendale, where charm meets convenience, and the spirit of community
thrives.

So, pack your picnic basket, lace up your walking shoes, and open your heart.
Glendale awaits, ready to welcome you home.

GLENDALE 
THINGS TO DO

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Forget cookie-cutter suburbs – Broad Ripple is where Indianapolis throws off its
boots and kicks up its heels! Imagine a kaleidoscope of vibrant streets lining the
White River, brimming with artistic energy, hipster havens, and a contagious buzz
that never sleeps. Located just 6 miles north of downtown Indy, Broad Ripple's
soul shines brighter than the neon signs illuminating its eclectic shops and trendy
cafes.

No appetite goes unsatisfied in Broad Ripple. Savor mouthwatering brunch at a
vintage diner, grab a juicy burger at a cozy pub, or embark on a global culinary
journey with tacos, ramen, and everything in between. Food trucks gather on
sunny days, while Michelin-starred chefs craft culinary magic in upscale
restaurants.

The music scene in Broad Ripple lives and breathes. Live bands erupt from jazz
clubs, DJs spin tunes at trendy bars, and open mic nights unleash hidden talents.
Catch a classic film at the Broad Ripple Art Center, or get your giggles on at The
Crackpot Comedy Club. From dive bars with sticky floors to sophisticated cocktail
lounges, Broad Ripple's nightlife caters to every vibe.

BROAD RIPPLE

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Welcome to Broad Ripple, where individuality dances on every corner and the air
shimmers with artistic energy. Buckle up, because this isn't your average
neighborhood – it's a sensory feast of local attractions, convenient amenities, and
entertainment venues ready to rock your world.

Don't be fooled by the bohemian spirit – Broad Ripple embraces families with
open arms. Explore the Children's Museum annex, grab ice cream cones at
Oberholtzer Park, or rent a paddleboat and explore the White River. The annual
Broad Ripple Arts Fair explodes with family activities, while local shops surprise
with charming toys and unique finds.

Broad Ripple Village, the beating heart of the neighborhood, pulsates with energy.
Find vintage treasures at Antique Alley, shop for locally-made creations at the
Broad Ripple Farmers' Market, or grab a picnic basket and soak up the sun at
Broad Ripple Park, an oasis of green amidst the urban buzz.

Beyond the glitz and glamor, Broad Ripple boasts a tight-knit community.
Neighborly greetings fill the air, dog parks buzz with furry friends, and local events
like bike parades and block parties ignite a sense of belonging. This is a place
where individuality is celebrated, and your passions find fertile ground to bloom.

So, ditch the ordinary and embrace the extraordinary. Broad Ripple beckons you
to delve into its vibrant depths, to discover a slice of urban paradise where art
collides with community, and every day is an adventure waiting to be lived. Come,
lose yourself in the buzz – Broad Ripple welcomes you with open arms and a
bohemian heart.

BROAD RIPPLE 
THINGS TO DO
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North Central isn't just a neighborhood; it's a haven for urban
convenience with a charming suburban soul. Nestled just north of
downtown Indianapolis, a mere 4 miles away, it bridges the gap
between city buzz and family-friendly comfort. Picture tree-lined
streets graced with stately homes, sidewalks bustling with friendly
faces, and the reassuring presence of top-rated schools around every
corner. This is where life unfolds at a gentle pace, yet the spirit of the
Indy 500 shimmers just beyond the horizon.

North Central's cultural tapestry is woven with threads of history and
modern vibrancy. Immerse yourself in the stories of Hoosier heroes at
the Indiana World War Memorial, a solemn yet awe-inspiring
testament to American sacrifice. Or, delve into the artistic spirit at the
Indianapolis Art Center, where world-class exhibits and immersive
workshops ignite the creative spark.

NORTH CENTRAL

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Community spirit thrives in North Central. Neighborly greetings echo through the
air, parks like Butler Field host lively picnics and soccer games, and annual events
like the Fall Festival bring the neighborhood together in laughter and cheer.
Whether you're joining a book club at the charming Broad Ripple Library or
volunteering at the Indianapolis Children's Museum, you'll find a warm welcome
and a sense of belonging waiting for you.

Families find peace of mind in North Central, thanks to its exceptional public
schools. Butler University Magnet High School and Shortridge Academy
consistently rank among the best in the city, ensuring your children receive a top-
notch education. Beyond academics, extracurricular opportunities abound, from
robotics clubs to theatre productions, nurturing well-rounded young minds.

No craving goes unsatisfied in North Central. Indulge in classic Hoosier comfort
food at The Red Lion Tavern, a local institution for juicy burgers and friendly
service. Or, embark on a global culinary adventure with authentic Thai at Siam
Square or mouthwatering Italian at Mama Tried. From cozy brunch spots to trendy
craft breweries, North Central's culinary scene caters to every appetite and mood.

Step back in time on North Central's historic streets, where stately Tudor homes
whisper tales of a bygone era. Explore the opulent grounds of the Governor's
Residence, a testament to Indiana's political heritage. Or, soak up the serenity of
the Garfield Park Conservatory, a verdant oasis showcasing colorful flora and
serene water features.

No matter your life stage or preferences, North Central holds a haven for you.
Young professionals find a friendly, walkable community where they can pursue
their careers and connect with like-minded souls. Families flourish in a safe,
nurturing environment with exceptional schools and abundant green spaces.
Retirees discover a welcoming atmosphere with convenient amenities and
cultural enrichment at their fingertips.

So, ditch the cookie-cutter suburbs and embrace the warm embrace of North
Central. Here, life unfolds at its own pace, punctuated by a friendly smile, a
delicious bite, and the quiet knowledge that you belong. Come explore, discover,
and make North Central your Hoosier haven – it's more than just a neighborhood;
it's a feeling of home.

NORTH CENTRAL
THINGS TO DO

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Wake up to the symphony of birdsong, greet the day with a run along the White
River Greenway, and let your worries melt away in the vast embrace of Eagle Creek
Park. Delaware Trails boasts miles of nature trails, sparkling lakes, and lush green
spaces, all inviting you to explore, exercise, and simply connect with the calming
power of nature. Kayak on the river, cast a line for walleye or bass, or pack a picnic
and lose yourself in the tranquility of the woods. This isn't just a neighborhood;
it's your personal nature sanctuary.

More than just a green playground, Delaware Trails pulses with a vibrant
community spirit. Neighbors gather at the community pool for barbecues and
laughter, kids play together in the expansive parks, and friendly greetings fill the
air on dog walks along the White River Greenway. Join the annual Fall Festival,
volunteer at the community garden, or simply strike up a conversation with your
friendly neighbors – belonging comes naturally in this tight-knit community.

DELAWARE TRAILS

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Families can rest assured knowing their children receive an exceptional education
in Delaware Trails. Carmel Clay Schools consistently rank among the best in the
nation, offering challenging curriculums, state-of-the-art facilities, and dedicated
teachers who nurture young minds. Beyond academics, students thrive in a
supportive environment with ample opportunities for extracurricular activities,
fostering well-rounded individuals ready to conquer the world.

While the allure of nature may beckon, Delaware Trails doesn't skimp on
convenience. Local stores like Kroger and CVS Pharmacy cater to your everyday
needs, while charming cafes and restaurants dish up delicious delights. Grab a
latte at Bean Sprout Coffee, savor mouthwatering pizza at 850° Wood Fired Pizza,
or indulge in a casual burger at The Friendly Hoosier. You'll discover hidden
culinary gems tucked away within the neighborhood, each offering a unique taste
and a warm atmosphere.

Delaware Trails isn't just about green spaces; it's also sprinkled with landmarks
that spark curiosity and ignite the imagination. Visit the fascinating Conner Prairie
living history museum for a glimpse into Indiana's pioneer past, or explore the
interactive exhibits at the Children's Museum at The Riley Park at White River, just
a stone's throw away. History and family fun merge seamlessly in this vibrant
neighborhood.

Despite its nature-centric character, Delaware Trails doesn't exist in a vacuum.
Downtown Indianapolis' bustling energy is a mere 15-minute drive away, offering
access to world-class museums, thrilling sporting events, and a diverse culinary
scene. Catch a Colts game at Lucas Oil Stadium, discover hidden treasures at the
Indianapolis Arts Center, or explore the vibrant Broad Ripple Village – the
possibilities are endless.

DELAWARE TRAILS
THINGS TO DO
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Imagine a haven where vintage charm dances with modern convenience, where
friendly faces greet you on sidewalks lined with brick bungalows, and where
history whispers from every corner. Nestled just 3 miles east of downtown
Indianapolis, Wynnedale isn't just a neighborhood; it's a tapestry woven with
stories of the past, alive with the vibrancy of the present, and promising a warm
welcome for those seeking a slice of Hoosier heart.

Wynnedale is a living, breathing museum. Stroll down streets lined with historic
Craftsman and Tudor homes, each whispering tales of families and lives lived
generations past. Admire the architectural gems of the Wynnedale Historic
District, where ornate details and charming porches transport you to a bygone
era. But beneath the vintage veneer, a modern beat pulses. Local shops hum with
activity, trendy cafes tempt with handcrafted brews, and the Wynnedale Park
Community Center buzzes with laughter and community events.

WYNNEDALE

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Wynnedale's magic lies in its tight-knit community. Neighbors gather at the
Farmers Market for fresh produce and friendly banter, families picnic in the shade
of towering trees at Wynnedale Park, and block parties erupt with the aroma of
grilled ribs and the sounds of joyous laughter. This neighborhood embraces
newcomers with open arms, making you feel like you belong from the moment
you arrive.

Families find peace of mind in Wynnedale's top-rated IPS Public Schools. IPS
School #66 and IPS School #86 consistently rank among the best in the city,
offering excellent curriculums, dedicated teachers, and a supportive environment
where children flourish. Beyond academics, extracurricular activities abound,
from robotics clubs to theatre productions, ensuring your child's potential
blossoms amidst the warmth of this vibrant community.

Life in Wynnedale is infused with delicious convenience. Grab a gourmet coffee
and flaky croissant at The Flying Cupcake, savor mouthwatering pizza at Bruno's
Italian Grill, or indulge in a classic diner breakfast at The Waffle House. Don't be
fooled by the vintage charm; Wynnedale offers diverse culinary delights within its
cozy confines. And when it comes to everyday needs, Kroger, CVS Pharmacy, and a
plethora of local shops ensure you'll never be caught off guard.

Wynndale is your gateway to the best of Indianapolis. Just minutes away, vibrant
Broad Ripple beckons with its eclectic shops and live music scene. Sports fans can
catch a Colts game at Lucas Oil Stadium, and history buffs can delve into the
stories at the Indiana World War Memorial. Wynnedale offers the quiet charm of a
neighborhood with the big-city energy just a stone's throw away.

Whether you're a couple seeking a charming starter home, a young family desiring
a safe and nurturing environment, or a retiree yearning for friendly faces and
historical walks, Wynnedale whispers a welcome. Here, life unfolds at a relaxed
pace, punctuated by the chirp of birds, the scent of freshly baked bread, and the
comforting knowledge that you belong. Come discover your haven in Wynnedale,
where vintage charm meets modern vibrancy, and community spirit paints every
corner with warmth.

WYNNEDALE
THINGS TO DO

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Moving to a new city shouldn't mean breaking the bank. That's where Indianapolis
shines. Compared to national averages, this vibrant Hoosier hub offers a
comfortable lifestyle at a significantly lower cost, making your paycheck stretch
further and leaving more room for fun and adventure. Let's dive into the specifics
of living comfortably on an Indianapolis budget:

Indianapolis boasts a housing market for every taste and budget. Whether you
dream of owning a charming bungalow or renting a modern apartment, you'll find
it here at a fraction of the cost compared to coastal cities. The median home price
in Indianapolis hovers around $347,000, making it significantly more affordable
than the national average of $407,600. And renters rejoice! The median rent in
Indy lands at $1,135, a steal compared to the national average of $1,329.

Indianapolis is home to some of the nation's top-rated healthcare institutions, like
IU Health Methodist Hospital and Riley Hospital for Children. But getting top-
notch care doesn't mean top-dollar bills. Healthcare costs in Indy are consistently
lower than the national average, with doctor visits, medications, and procedures
all coming in at a more budget-friendly price.

Let’s look at the numbers!

COLONIALVANLINES.COM



Cost of Living in
Indianapolis, IN

Compared to State
Average

Compared to National
Average

Housing 
(Buy and Rent)

3% higher 17% lower

Utilities (Monthly) 3% lower 7% higher

Food 2% higher 2% lower

Healthcare 11% lower 12% lower

Transportation 3% lower 6% lower

Goods & Services 2% higher 4% lower

Average Monthly Rent Home Price Mortgage Rate

$1,193 $346,964 5.24%

COLONIALVANLINES.COM 22

Indianapolis' cost of living benefits extend beyond mere numbers. With lower
housing costs, residents can choose neighborhoods with walkable streets,
charming cafes, and green spaces right outside their doorsteps. This translates to
a better quality of life, where you can spend less on housing and more on
experiences, community, and the things that truly matter.

Indianapolis offers a compelling proposition: a vibrant, welcoming city with a
significantly lower cost of living compared to larger metropolises. From affordable
housing and healthcare to budget-friendly groceries and entertainment, Indy lets
you live comfortably, pursue your passions, and build a fulfilling life without
breaking the bank. So, pack your bags, Hoosier hospitality awaits!
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Indianapolis isn't just a charming Hoosier city; it's a booming job market waiting
to ignite your career. Whether you're relocating for a specific position or seeking a
fresh start, Indy offers a diverse and dynamic landscape bursting with potential.
Buckle up, because your professional future is about to get exciting!

Indianapolis offers a unique blend of vibrant city life and Hoosier charm, making it
a fantastic place to live and work. From catching a Colts game to exploring the
Indianapolis Museum of Art, there's something for everyone. This work-life
balance fuels creativity and innovation, making Indy the perfect place to launch
your next chapter.

So, ditch the big-city grind and embrace the possibilities of Indianapolis. A
thriving job market, supportive ecosystem, and vibrant community await. Come
discover your professional haven in Indy, where ambition meets opportunity, and
your career dreams take flight.

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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Indianapolis's economy hums with the energy of diverse industries, each
offering fertile ground for career growth. Let's explore some of the hottest
sectors:

Healthcare & Life Sciences: From medical device giants to cutting-edge
research centers, Indy is a healthcare powerhouse. Eli Lilly and Company,
Anthem, and IU Health are just a few of the big players offering exciting
opportunities for scientists, doctors, nurses, and more.
Logistics & Manufacturing: Indy's central location and infrastructure make it
a logistics hub. FedEx, Amazon, and General Motors are among the major
players, creating a wealth of jobs in transportation, warehousing, and
manufacturing.
Professional & Business Services: Indy's thriving professional services sector
offers a smorgasbord of opportunities for accountants, lawyers, consultants,
and marketing whizzes. Companies like Salesforce, Infosys, and Deloitte call
Indy home, further solidifying its place as a business epicenter.
Tech & Innovation: Indianapolis is becoming a tech haven, attracting startups
and established players alike. From software development to cybersecurity,
the tech sector is on fire, offering dynamic careers for coders, engineers, and
innovators.

Finding a job in Indy is just the beginning. The city offers a supportive
ecosystem to help you thrive:

Indy Chamber of Commerce: Your gateway to job listings, networking events,
and resources to navigate the Indianapolis business landscape.
TechPoint: Fostering the tech community through initiatives like the Mira
Awards and events, connecting talent with the right opportunities.
Purdue Research Foundation: Bringing cutting-edge research and innovation
to businesses, creating a fertile ground for collaboration and career growth.

Are you a budding entrepreneur with a world-changing idea? Indy has your
back:

Fueled by Grassroots: Supporting early-stage businesses with mentorship,
networking, and investment opportunities.
Techstars Indianapolis: A prestigious accelerator program propelling tech
startups to new heights.
The Mill: Coworking space with a vibrant community, perfect for networking
and launching your hustle.

RESOURCES FOR YOU

COLONIALVANLINES.COM
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For families relocating to Indianapolis, education takes center stage. And
thankfully, Indy delivers! The city boasts a diverse and high-caliber educational
landscape, nurturing young minds across both public and private institutions.
Whether you're drawn to innovative public schools, specialized magnet programs,
or renowned private schools, Indianapolis holds the key to unlocking your child's
full potential.

Indianapolis understands that strong schools build strong communities. The city
continually invests in its educational system, ensuring resources, technology, and
professional development opportunities remain at the forefront. This
commitment to educational excellence makes Indianapolis a haven for families
seeking the best start for their children.

COLONIALVANLINES.COM



Public Schools - Academic Excellence with Variety:
Indianapolis Public Schools (IPS) stands proud, offering a network of schools with
diverse learning environments and exceptional curriculums. Ranked among the top
districts in Indiana, IPS emphasizes individualized learning, college readiness, and
social-emotional well-being.

Top-Rated Gems: Schools like Butler University Magnet High School and
Shortridge Academy consistently rank among the best in the state, providing
rigorous academics and challenging programs for gifted students.
Specialized Options: From STEM-focused academies to Montessori programs,
IPS cater to a range of learning styles and interests, ensuring every child finds
their perfect fit.
Community Focus: IPS prioritizes community engagement, fostering close
relationships between teachers, parents, and students, creating a supportive
and nurturing environment.

Private Schools Tailored Education for Individual Growth:
For families seeking specialized attention and unique educational philosophies,
Indianapolis' private schools offer a wealth of choices.

Faith-Based Options: Numerous faith-based schools, each with distinct
curriculums and values, provide a nurturing environment rooted in spiritual
growth.
Montessori and Waldorf Schools: These holistic learning environments
emphasize hands-on learning, creativity, and personal development, fostering
well-rounded individuals.
College Preparatory Schools: Rigorous academics and AP courses prepare
students for the most competitive universities, ensuring they're ready to excel
in higher education.

Beyond the Classrooms: 
Indianapolis' educational system extends beyond textbooks and tests. Here,
learning ignites passions and opens doors to a world of possibilities:

Extracurricular Activities: From robotics clubs to art programs, sports teams
to theater productions, students can explore their interests and develop talents
outside the classroom.
Arts & Culture: Access to world-class museums, libraries, and performance
venues enriches young minds and sparks a love for learning.
Community Partnerships: Partnerships with businesses, universities, and
community organizations open up internship opportunities and real-world
learning experiences.

EDUCATION

COLONIALVANLINES.COM 28
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Public Schools:
IPS STEM Magnet Program: This program provides accelerated learning
opportunities in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics at several
IPS schools.
Butler University Magnet High School: Ranked among the top high schools
in Indiana, Butler University Magnet High School offers rigorous academics, AP
courses, and early college credit opportunities.
Dual Language Immersion Programs: Several IPS schools offer dual language
immersion programs in Spanish, French, and Mandarin, promoting
bilingualism and cultural understanding.

Private Schools:
The Indianapolis Art Academy: This private school focuses on visual and
performing arts, offering intensive training for aspiring artists in music,
theatre, dance, and visual arts.
University High School: Affiliated with Purdue University, University High
School provides a rigorous college preparatory curriculum with an emphasis
on research and innovation.
Culver Academies: Renowned for its military-style leadership program and
academic excellence, Culver Academies offer boarding and day school options
for students seeking a challenging and enriching environment.
The Oaks Academy: This Montessori school in Carmel provides a holistic
learning environment that emphasizes hands-on exploration, critical thinking,
and social-emotional development.

Statewide Programs:
21st Century Scholars Program: This state-funded program provides
scholarships to Indiana students who graduate from high school with high
GPAs and demonstrate financial need.
Indiana P-TECH: This program allows high school students to earn college
credit and industry certifications while gaining hands-on experience in high-
demand fields.
Indiana Virtual School: This online school provides alternative learning
opportunities for students who require flexible schedules or personalized
learning plans.

Bonus:
Indianapolis Children's Museum: The largest children's museum in the
world, offering interactive exhibits and educational programs for children of
all ages.
Purdue University Fort Wayne: Offering several unique programs, including a
renowned cybersecurity program and a nationally recognized aviation
technology program.
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Welcome, new Hoosiers! You've landed in Indianapolis, a city where urban cool
meets Midwestern charm, buzzing with vibrant energy and offering something for
every soul. This isn't just a place to unpack boxes – it's an open invitation to
explore hidden gems, discover timeless classics, and get your heart pumping with
Hoosier adventures. So, ditch the settling dust and step outside! Indianapolis is
your playground, and Colonial Van Lines is your guide to unlocking its treasures.

Craving fresh air and scenic escapes? We'll lead you on hikes through Eagle Creek
Park, paddle the lazy waters of the White River, and unveil hidden waterfalls
tucked away in the Hoosier heartland. Whether you're a culture vulture, a sports
fanatic, a nature enthusiast, or simply a curious soul, Indianapolis has something
waiting to ignite your spark.

So, grab your walking shoes, pack your sense of adventure, and prepare to be
surprised. In this section, we'll map out your Indy journey, ensuring your new life
isn't just a comfortable routine, but a vibrant tapestry of unforgettable
experiences. Let's paint the town red, explore hidden alleys, and discover the soul
of Indianapolis, one landmark, one park, one hidden gem at a time. Get ready,
Hoosier adventures await!
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Indianapolis is a tapestry woven with iconic landmarks, hidden alleys, and vibrant
neighborhoods, each offering a unique thread to your Hoosier adventure. Dive in
and discover the city's soul with these must-try experiences:

Landmarks & Must-Sees:
Soldiers & Sailors Monument: Soar to the top of this iconic tribute to the Civil
War and soak in panoramic city views.
Lucas Oil Stadium: Roar with the Colts faithful at this NFL stadium or explore
the interactive Colts museum.
Indiana State Museum: Journey through Indiana's rich history, from
dinosaurs to Hoosier sports legends.
Indianapolis Museum of Art: Immerse yourself in world-class art collections,
from ancient Egyptian artifacts to Impressionist masterpieces.
Canal Walk: Stroll along the charming canal, dotted with cafes, shops, and
live music, culminating in the vibrant White River State Park.

Outdoor Adventures & Nature Escapes:
Eagle Creek Park: Hike or bike through the largest municipal park in the
United States, kayak on the lake, or visit the renowned Indianapolis Zoo.
White River Greenway: Pedal or walk along this scenic trail, connecting
downtown Indy to charming Broad Ripple and beyond.
The Falls Park: Unwind by the cascading waterfall in the heart of downtown, a
hidden oasis amidst the city buzz.
Easley Winery: Sip award-winning Indiana wines surrounded by picturesque
vineyards, just a short drive from downtown.
Indiana Dunes National Park: Hike through towering sand dunes, splash in
Lake Michigan, and experience a unique ecosystem on the shores of the
Midwest.

Neighborhood Hopping & Unique Experiences:
Mass Ave: Explore this trendy and artistic district, filled with hip cafes,
independent shops, and vibrant street art.
Broad Ripple: Discover vintage charm, live music venues, and eclectic local
shops in this bohemian neighborhood.
Catch a game at Victory Field: Cheer on the Indianapolis Indians, Indiana's
minor league baseball team, for a family-friendly and affordable ballpark
experience.
Explore the catacombs beneath the Cathedral: Embark on a unique
historical tour through hidden tunnels beneath the city's landmark cathedral.

Remember, this is just a starting point! Indianapolis offers endless possibilities for
discovery. Embrace the Hoosier spirit, strike up conversations with friendly locals,
and let your curiosity guide you. This is your chance to make Indianapolis your
own, one adventure at a time.
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You've landed in a city where the beat never stops. Indy's nightlife is a
kaleidoscope of sound, light, and laughter, brimming with hidden music gems,
electrifying festivals, and annual events that paint the town red. Whether you're a
headbanger or a jazz aficionado, a beer-guzzler or a theater buff, Indianapolis has
a stage for your inner performer. So, ditch the unpacking blues and step into the
spotlight, because Colonial Van Lines is your guide to uncovering Indy's vibrant
entertainment scene.

In this "Entertainment" section, we'll be your backstage pass to a world of
possibilities. We'll lead you to dive bars where local bands belt out blues tunes, to
historic theaters where Broadway classics come alive. We'll whisper secrets about
trendy rooftop bars with panoramic city views and hidden speakeasies where craft
cocktails are mixed with a touch of magic. We'll unveil the calendar bursting with
festivals, from the heart-pounding Indy 500 to the whimsical Carmel Arts Festival,
each one a celebration of Hoosier spirit and community.

Ready to swap cardboard boxes for concert tickets? We'll show you how. Whether
you crave the intimacy of a small jazz club or the energy of a stadium concert,
Indianapolis has a stage waiting for your applause. So, grab your dancing shoes,
pack your sense of adventure, and prepare to be surprised. We're about to paint
the town red, one bar crawl, one festival, one unforgettable night at a time. Get
ready, Hoosier entertainment awaits!
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Event Event Description

The Vogue
Catch indie darlings and established acts in this

historic Art Deco theater.

Hi-Fi
Get up close and personal with rising stars and

local legends in this intimate club.

Indianapolis 500
Feel the ground rumble and adrenaline surge at

this legendary motorsports spectacle.

Circle City Wine & Spirits
Festival

Sample a global selection of wines and spirits
amidst downtown Indy.

Carmel Arts Festival
Lose yourself in a sea of art, music, and culinary

delights at this beloved event.

Gen Con
Roll the dice and unleash your inner geek at this

massive gaming convention.

Indiana State Fair
Indulge in fried food, Ferris wheel rides, and

Hoosier spirit at this summer tradition.

Christmas at the Zoo
See the Indianapolis Zoo illuminated in festive

magic, perfect for families.

Talbot Street Art Fair
Immerse yourself in a vibrant showcase of local

and regional artists in this historic neighborhood.

Indianapolis Shakespeare
Festival

Experience the Bard's timeless works under the
stars at the Indiana Historical Society.

Indianapolis Symphony
Orchestra

Enjoy classical masterpieces and innovative
programming at the Hilbert Circle Theatre.

Indianapolis Opera
Witness operatic brilliance at the opulent Murat

Theatre

Indy Eleven Matches
Support the city's professional soccer team at

Lucas Oil Stadium.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Indianapolis' rhythm pulses with diverse experiences, from intimate music dives
to bustling festival stages. Buckle up, new Hoosiers, because your entertainment
journey starts here:
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Hotel Recommendations: 
The Alexander A Dolce Hotel is an absolutely stunning boutique
hotel. 
The Hampton Inn Downtown is located just a block away from the
iconic Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument.

7-9am Start off with Coffee at Coat Check
Open 7am to 9pm, 7 days a week at  
401 E Michigan St, Indianapolis, IN

The Colonial Van Lines Travel Team recommends heading to Coat Check
for your first morning in Indianapolis. Located in the grand foyer of the
historic Athenaeum Theatre, this quaint coffeehouse will start your
morning off with a perfect view of the city. The stunning theatre was built
in the 1890s and was designed in part by, Kurt Vonnegut’s great-
grandfather. 

9-10am Experience City Market
222 E Market St, Indianapolis, IN

The market has been a community gathering space since the early days of
the city, drawn into city maps as an integral part of the new Indianapolis.
First opened in 1886, the historic Indianapolis City Market is home to over
30 locally owned artisan booths serving up everything from food and
drinks to flowers and handmade gifts.  
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Lunch: Taste Test the Milktooth
534 Virginia Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46203

Milktooth is a modern diner that has a patio for inventive breakfast and brunch
items. The restaurant has been refreshed and now has new chef Esteban Rosas in
charge. The menu focuses on globally inspired seasonal fare with childhood
favorites highlighted. Brunchers can tuck into everything from Cap'n Crunch and
Pop-Tarts to Belgian waffles to Chinese black rice pudding among others.

1:30 Immerse Yourself in Newfields 
(Indianapolis Museum of Art)
4000 Michigan Road, Indianapolis, Indiana 46208

You might like getting up close to masterpieces by artists like Rembrandt and
Turner, Cezanne and Picasso, O’Keeffe and Hopper, Calder and Lichtenstein and
LeWitt and Sherman. You might become curious to see what is considered the
most comprehensive collection of Neo-Impressionist paintings in North America.
You may linger near major works of Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism, Pop Art,
light- and video-based works, and contemporary design. Or possibly you’ll just
decide to tour the planet, viewing galleries of art from Asia, ancient Greece, South
America and beyond.
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3-5pm Learn about Kurt Vonnegut Museum and Library
543 Indiana Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46202

One for the literature lovers, this underrated attraction just around the corner
from the Canal Walk dives into the life, work, and times of one of America’s finest
satirical authors.  Even if you’re not an avid fan of the man, the Kurt Vonnegut
Museum and Library is still well worth a visit for its insightful collection of
memorabilia and personal items — all best appreciated with an expert-led guided
tour of the old building.

Treat Yourself to Cake Bake Shop before Dinner
1615 Carrollton Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46220

Enjoy a cup of afternoon tea and a slice of cake at one of the most
Instagrammable places in Indianapolis. The Cake Bake Shop serves elegant cakes,
pies, and pastries, as well as a full menu with salads, sandwiches, burgers with
pomme frites, crab cakes, and a variety of coffee and tea options. The Carmel
location, decked out like a palace with all-white everything and chandeliers
hanging from the ceiling, is great for a special occasion or just an afternoon pick-
me-up. Snacking like royalty makes the price tag all worth it.  
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7pm Dinner Reservations at Chef Oya's The Trap
3355 N Keystone Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46218

Chef Oya Woodruff offers items like loaded crab legs, shrimp, lobster tail, salmon,
and snow crab, all topped with your choice of her famous flavored “buttah,” along
with sides like broccoli, potatoes, corn, and boiled eggs. The butter, in flavors like
OG herb garlic, yaad jerk, and vegan citrus chive, is rich and flavorful, especially
drizzled over your entire tray of food where it combined with the seasoning on
each dish to enhance the experience. But the Trap is more than great seafood. 
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9-10am City Central Eating at Garden Table
342 Massachusetts Ave # 100, Indianapolis, IN 46204

The Garden Table is a farm-to-table specialist serving inventive New American fare
with fresh pressed juices. The Broad Ripple and Mass Ave locations have modern
rustic interiors bathed in natural light, and the food is creative and seasonally
influenced. Both locations close at 3pm.

10-1pm Appreciate Native American History at Eiteljorg Museum
500 W Washington St, Indianapolis, IN 46204

A must-see Indianapolis museum, the Eiteljorg features exhibits and Western art
that tell the story of American Indians. The extensive collection of Native
American artwork and artifacts is considered to be the best in the world.

In addition to the permanent collection, the museum also displays rotating
exhibits and hosts lectures.
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1pm Lunch at Bluebeard
653 Virginia Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46203

A gastropub with a Southern flare, Bluebeard serves comforting American
cuisine in a renovated 1924 warehouse. The menu features hearty dishes like
beef tongue lentil stew and sandwiches with spicy tomato sauce, as well as
delicious desserts from Amelia's bakery next door. Local favorite, Bluebeard
has earned a James Beard award semifinalist status and locals come for the
delicious food and quirky atmosphere.
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Dinner at Harry & Izzy's
153 S Illinois St, Indianapolis, IN 46225

A modern steakhouse with a notable wine selection and contemporary spin,
Harry & Izzy's is an iconic restaurant in Indianapolis. Both the steakhouse and its
sister restaurant, Harry & Izzys, are must-visits for any foodie in the city. The
steak with an orange brandy butter sauce at Harry & Izzy's is delicious and
definitely worth trying. 

3-6pm Experience Indianapolis Motor Speedway
4790 W 16th St, Indianapolis, IN

Indianapolis is the racing capital of the world and home to the largest single
day sporting event in the world: the Indy 500. More than 300,000 fans flock to
Indy for “The Greatest Spectacle in Racing” every year over Memorial Day
Weekend.
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Once  you ’ re  ready  to  make  the
move  to  Ind ianapo l i s ,  

contact  Co lon ia l  Van  L ines  
to  ge t  you  there !  

As  a  fu l l - se rv ice  mov ing  company ,
Co lon ia l  Van  L ines  re locates

12 ,000  fami l i e s  each  year  and  i s
ex i ted  to  be  a  par t  o f  your  journey

to  your  new home !

tel:800.356.1855

